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Overview 
 
The objective of this research project is to develop comprehensive 
methodologies for the accurate determination of both second and third 
level floor response spectra (FRS). The method will provide a complete 
probabilistic characterization of FRS as an integral part of seismic risk 
analysis. The methods overcome the deficiencies of existing spectra-to-
spectra approaches and will reduce or eliminate cumbersome and 
expensive computation in the time history method. The research will 
develop efficient and accurate modelling techniques, design methods, 
and guidelines for structural changes to ensure that systems, structures, 
and components (SSCs) in nuclear power plants (NPPs) are seismic 
qualified in a cost-effect way. 
 
 
Research Team  
 
In 2014, five PhD students (Zhao-Liang Wang, Bo Li, Wei Jiang, Zhen Cai, and Sen Long) were 
working in the projects under this CRD.  
 
 
Progress 
 
Some significant progresses in 2014 are highlighted in the following. 
 
A Direct Method for the Generation of Floor Response Spectra 

This project aims at developing an efficient and accurate direct spectra-to-spectra method for 
generating FRS. An analytical solution is developed, based on Duhamel’s integral, to express 
FRS in terms of ground response spectra (GRS) and some basic modal information of the 
structure, including natural frequencies, participation factors, and modal shapes, which can be 
easily obtained from a modal analysis. For multiple degrees-of-freedom structures, a complete 
modal combination method (called FRS-CQC), which accounts for the correlation between the 
responses of structure and equipment, is derived from the random vibration theory. The 
accuracy of the direct method is validated by comparing with the results from extensive time 
history analyses; FRS obtained by the direct method agree extremely well with the mean FRS 
obtained from a large number of time history analyses. This method is easy to implement and 
very efficient; it gives accurate FRS with a complete probabilistic description. 
 
Response Spectra for Equipment-Structure Resonance 

This project is conducted to support the direct spectra-to-spectra method for the generation of 
FRS. When generating FRS using the direct method, probability distribution of t-Response 
Spectrum (tRS), which deals with equipment-structure resonance or tuning, corresponding to a 
specified GRS is required. Based on a large number of horizontal and vertical ground motions, 
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statistical relationships between tRS and GRS are established. For uniform hazard spectra 
(UHS) with significant high frequency spectral accelerations, such as UHS in Central and 
Eastern North America, an amplification ratio method is developed to estimate tRS. 
 
Seismic Fragility Analysis Considering Multiple Ground-Motion Parameters 

Seismic Fragility Analysis (FA) is widely used to determine seismic capacities of SSCs of NPPs. 
Some inherent deficiencies, due to the use of a single ground-motion parameter (GMP), have 
been observed in engineering practice: 

(1) Different reference response spectral shapes give inconsistent seismic capacity of SSCs;  
(2) Reference response spectra introduce noticeable spectral shape variability, which 

decreases seismic capacity estimate of SSCs;  
(3) UHS implies that the maximum spectral accelerations at all frequencies occur 

simultaneously for a given earthquake scenario, introducing extra conservatism.  
 

To overcome these shortcomings, seismic fragility analysis considering multiple GMPs, which 
are spectral accelerations at significant vibration frequencies of SSCs, is proposed to reduce the 
influence of spectral shape, and release seismic margin in current seismic assessment. A large 
number of fictitious response spectra, which consider all possible combinations of spectral 
acceleration values of GMPs, are used as input GRS. Spectral shape variability is greatly 
reduced, leading to increased estimates of seismic capacities of SSCs. High Confidence of Low 
Probability of Failure (HCLPF) capacity considering multiple GMPs is derived; using multiple 
GMPs can significantly increase HCLPF capacity estimate of SSCs. 
 
To verify the applicability and demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method, a numerical 
example is performed on the Pickering nuclear generation station site. Seismic capacity of a 
horizontal heat exchanger in a reactor building is evaluated using both FA and the proposed 
methods. Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) is chosen as GMP in FA method, while PGA and 
spectral acceleration at longitudinal frequency of the heat exchanger are used as GMPs in the 
proposed method. The results show that using two GMPs can increase HCLPF capacity 
estimate by about thirty percent. 
 
Computationally Efficient Vector-valued Seismic Risk Analysis of Engineering Structures 

Vector-valued seismic risk analysis (VSRA) combines vector-valued PSHA and fragility model 
with multiple GMP. It provides more accurate risk quantification for SSCs, whose seismic 
behavior strongly depends on multiple GMP. However, due to the extensive computational 
efforts required, VSRA has not been widely applied in engineering practice. 

This study developed a simplified approach to vector-valued seismic risk analysis (VSRA), 
which can substantially improves the computational efficiency without losing the accuracy. A 
new seismic hazard deaggregation procedure is proposed to determine a set of controlling 
earthquakes in terms of magnitude, source-site distance, and occurrence rate. This set of 
controlling earthquakes represent complete description of seismic hazard at the site and 
dominant seismic hazard in the probability range of interest. The integration over all possible 
earthquake occurrences in risk analysis is replaced by summation over this set of controlling 
earthquakes. Numerical examples show that the simplified approach can provide excellent 
approximate risk analysis results, while reducing the time cost to less than 0.5%. 
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Interaction with Industry 
 
Our research team has been working very closely with the Department of Engineering Analysis, 
Candu Energy Inc. by working on projects of their immediate interest and providing training. 
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